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Easy Stash-Buster Scrapghan Blanket Crochet Pattern
Free Pattern by Jayda InStitches (2013 – 2022)
Materials
Yarn: cotton, acrylic or blends, all weight categories, approx. 2800 yards for a blanket 36 x 60”, but blanket can
by made any size and continually added too!
Hook: 8.00 mm / US L or 11 or Larger
Scissors, Yarn Needle
Stitch Legend
r – row
ch(s) – chain(s)

st(s) – stitch(es)
hdc – half double crochet

Notes (Important! Read these before starting)
- The number of sts for each row will be in parentheses.
- Pair different weight categories in the following manner to maintain some row size consistency: 1/7, 2/6,
3/5, 4/4 *NOTE: Variation in stitch and row height is certainly ok, it adds interest to this blanket.
- If you are mixing fibers (which is also ok in this project) just remember to wash and dry the blanket, treating
it as though it was very delicate fiber. Gentle wash in cool water and air dry is recommended.
- Tying in a New Yarn: As you run out of a colour, tie in another ball from the same colour category (light or
dark). Hold both lengths parallel, ends together, make a loop and pull both ends through the loop. Pull
tightly. Leave long tails and crochet over top of them as you work.
- Gauge will vary and is not very important for this project.
- Your foundation chain represents the width of your blanket, chain a length that you like or compare to a
measuring tape. Continue the pattern until your blanket is as long as you want!
Pattern
Begin by gathering all your scrap yarn and split them into two categories: Light Colours & Dark Colours
Hold 2 strands of yarn together (1 light, 1 dark) as you crochet using the weight category pairing (see Notes
section above).
Any colour combination will do, so long as one strand is light and one strand is dark
ALWAYS treat both strands of yarn held together as a single strand!
With both strands held together, make a slip knot. CH a foundation chain row that is any length to
match your desired blanket width (81 chs or approx. 36” shown)
R1: hdc in the 2nd ch from the hook, hdc in each ch across (80 or custom number -1). Ch 1, turn.
R2: hdc in each st across (80 or custom number -1). Ch 1, turn.
R3 – R120 (60” or until desired Blanket Length is reached): Repeat Row 2. When you are finished, fasten off
and weave in ends.
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